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Millicent Williams Kudos Column
Each newsletter, FAPAC acknowledges work done by our partners to improve 
the lives of children and families. This column has been renamed the Millicent 
Williams Kudos Column, in memory of our beloved board chair who passed 
away in 2016. 

In this issue FAPAC sends KUDOS to CFSA  
Child Welfare Training Academy (CWTA).  
Under the leadership of Brandynicole Brooks,  
CWTA is significantly enhancing the training  
offered to foster parents. We applaud the addition  
of new training offerings, the introduction of tiered training, and individualized 
training to address special needs. Keep close watch on future announcements 
from CWTA!

FAPAC acknowledges Brandynicole Brooks, Trista Davis, Erin Teagle, Carolyn 
Lander and the CWTA trainers for their great work!

FAPAC News
Announcing the launch of FRIENDS OF FAPAC
FAPAC is thrilled to launch Friends of FAPAC, our new initiative to build 
community involvement, increase FAPAC’s visibility, enhance our resources 
and demonstrate gratitude to our supporters. You are invited to become our 
official “Friend” by making a donation at one of several levels, which will help 
us strengthen and enhance community support for our services and programs. 
Friends of FAPAC will receive acknowledgement for their support and heart-
felt tokens of our appreciation. Be the first on your block to proudly display  
a FAPAC bumper sticker, cooler bag, T-shirt, or a cd of beautiful music  
dedicated to our children and families by FAPAC’s own Marilyn Egerton.

Your contribution as a friend of FAPAC will ensure that we are available to  
families who need our individual help; enhance our training and group support 
programs; and empower us to continue to provide critical systemic advocacy  
to improve the child welfare system serving Washington DC’s children.

Announce your commitment and support better outcomes for DC children  
and families by becoming a Friend of FAPAC. Please donate to FAPAC online, 
by mail or in person and enjoy sporting your FAPAC swag. (For details on  
donation levels, please see page insert). THANK YOU!
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FAPAC News (continued)
FAPAC’s New Website Goes Live!!!!!
FINALLY, after many months of hard work, FAPAC has launched  
our new website! Our new site features more comprehensive and  
up to date information in an improved user-friendly format.  
Check us out at www.dcfapac.org and  send suggestions, any other  
helpful comments, or information you would like to see included  
to info@dcfapac.org. 

We hope that in the future,  our site will include interactive capability  
so our community will be able to send questions and comments that  
can be addressed  through the site.

Deepest thanks go to the dedication and hard work of FAPAC’s own Toni Carr and our committed and wonderful partner, 
Patrick Sheehan of WebHarmony!!!

     FAPAC welcomes Dane A. Donaldson as new board member!
       Dane A. Donaldson has been a foster parent since 2009, fostering toddlers, pre-teens  
       and teens/older youth. Dane is also on the advisory board for the Columbia House  
       for the Blind. He brings expertise from the private and corporate communities with  
       a focus on Service Excellence, process improvements and operational effectiveness. 
       Dane has demonstrated a lifelong desire to help those in need. He has spent his entire  
       career in the service industry and started his own business, JuzSolutions, because of a  
       strong belief that companies in today’s business environment are losing the meaning  
       of Service Excellence. 

       FAPAC believes that Dane’s organizational management skills, commitment to foster  
       parenting, and interest in working to improve the system will be a significant asset to  
       our board.  Please join us in welcoming Dane to the FAPAC board!

FAPAC’s Monthly Support Group
FAPAC’s monthly support group provides a safe place for people 
parenting children through or from the DC child welfare system 
to talk and connect with their peers. Foster, kinship and adoptive 
parents of DC’s children are encouraged to discuss with one 
another the rewards and challenges of sharing responsibility with 
birth parents and agencies and to talk about how this impacts them. 
Feedback from participants consistently describes the relief parents 
feel, the positive reinforcement they gain through these meetings, 
and the benefits they receive from hearing about what works and 
what doesn’t from folks who are in similar situations.

Register today for one of our upcoming groups and get the support 
you need and deserve!
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Advocacy News
Exit Interview Surveys
As we shared in our last newsletter, between March and May 2017, FAPAC conducted a survey with  
former DC foster parents who had exited fostering in 2016.  This survey explored the foster parents’  
decisions to stop being foster parents, their experiences as foster parents, and their involvement in  
foster parent support activities. The survey also solicited their recommendations for retaining  
foster parents.  

The survey population included 71 foster parents who separated from the DC foster care system from  
October 1, 2015 through September 31, 2016. This included data from CFSA as well as most private agencies; however,  
we only had contact information  for the CFSA families. We focused on families for whom we were given emails or phone 
numbers; of these, 21 completed the FAPAC interview. 

Among the respondents, two-thirds indicated that adopting a child was a primary factor in their decision to become a foster 
parent. When asked to indicate the reasons for their decision to stop being a foster parent, nearly a majority (48%) cited  
the finalization of an adoption. Other reasons cited for exiting their foster parenting role were inadequate support from/or 
conflicts with the agency, changes in personal/family situation, and that the placements and demands of fostering did not 
match their skills/preferences.

The former parents were also asked if anything could have prevented them from exiting as a foster parent and whether 
they would consider fostering again. The majority of respondents (57%) indicated that they would consider becoming  
foster parents again. Concerns listed that would need to be addressed in order for them to foster again included: 

 • Receiving better information about the needs and challenges of the children
 • Receiving additional support with transportation to meetings and appointments
 • Improving coordination of meetings
 • Providing better training for workers in policies and procedures 
 • Implementing changes in foster parent training requirements 

The survey also asked questions relating to the foster parents’ participation in placement-related meetings and in foster 
parent support activities. Significantly, less than half of the respondents reported being invited to participate in permanency- 
related meetings. Additionally, less than half indicated that they were encouraged to attend court to provide input on the 
foster child’s progress or well being.

FAPAC is in ongoing conversation with CFSA about these concerns and others as expressed to us by our community.  
Please go to our website at www.dcfapac/advocacy and scroll to “Voices of DC’s Resource Parents/Exit interview report” to 
read the full report.

    Foster Parent Town Halls
    In May and July 2017, CFSA held two Foster Parent Town Halls to discuss the Temporary Safe Haven  
    Redesign and to explore recommendations for enhanced foster parent support. These sessions were facilitated  
    by the Clearing, a management consulting firm. FAPAC is committed to work with CFSA and other advocacy  
    and community organizations to ensure that these recommendations will be given serious consideration for  
    practice improvement moving forward . Stay tuned for more chances to give input this summer.
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Advocacy News (continued)
Foster Parent Town Halls (continued)
Families were queried on multiple questions. 

1) What are the top resources and supports needed to successfully support a child in your home?
Some key responses included: Proper assessments and diagnosis of the child; Good matching during placement; Bridging the 
gap upon placement – “provide suite of services with the child when brought to our home to assist in transition”; High quality 
therapy – including developmental – for each child as soon as possible; Knowledgeable social workers who share consistent 
information; Responsiveness from social workers and GALs outside of normal hours; Help getting older children to do what 
they need to do to prepare for life;  Birth parent support and More flexibility with transportation.

2) What does being a ”Member of the team” look like as a foster parent? 
Some key responses included: Responsiveness and follow through; Having someone advocate for us on our behalf without 
asking for it; Better communication and relationship between social workers and foster parents; Considering the impact of 
placements and replacements on our families; Real collaboration in the decision- making process for the child; Being recognized 
as a subject matter expert on that child in that moment; Approaching us as if we are operating in good faith and with the 
child’s best interest; Being able to convene meetings ourselves about the child’s care before crisis and Mutual respect – talk  
to us like the adults we are.

3) What does well being for foster parents look like?
Some key responses included: Communication – “I appreciate when my thoughts are taken into consideration”;  
Receiving real time updates – “I want to be informed immediately when something happens with the child (in my home)”; 
Positivity campaign – trickle down who we really are and what we really do as foster parents from the top down to strengthen 
our image within the community; More structure and organization around meetings about the children – “I am one person 
managing relationships with several workers and staff”; More access to each other as a community – particularly for respite 
and Accommodating foster parent work schedules.

Please go to our website at www.dcfapac/advocacy and scroll to “Voices of DC’s Resource Parents/ Foster Parent Town Hall 
Report” to read the full report.

 

DC Court of Appeals Ta. L decision (Thank you to Children’s Law Center for this overview)
The DC Court of Appeals decision known as Ta. L has created a change in DC’s Family Court proceedings that could impact 
the process of court cases for the children in your homes. Now, before the goal in a neglect case can change from reunification 
with one or both of the biological parents to adoption, the parents are entitled to an evidentiary hearing (trial), commonly 
referred to as a “Ta.L.” hearing (the name comes from the Court of Appeals case which set out the requirements). Biological 
parents can 1) consent to the goal change from reunification, 2) waive the Ta.L. hearing, or 3) object to the goal change and 
proceed with the Ta.L. hearing. 

The government has the burden to show that it set reasonable goals and made efforts to assist the family in achieving those 
goals. At the conclusion of the hearing, the court will make a determination about the goal change, either retaining a goal 
of reunification or changing it to adoption. If the biological parent doesn’t consent or waive, they have a right to appeal the 
judge’s decision to change the goal. If biological parents consent to the goal change or waive the hearing, it does not mean  
they have consented to the adoption. Biological parents retain the right to consent or object at an adoption trial no matter 
what position they took in regards to the goal change at the Ta.L.

For more information on Ta.L, please feel free to call the Children’s Law Center helpline at 202-467-4900 extension #3.
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Hot Issues—Are you part of the team?
Many foster parents tell us that foster parents are not always included as members of the team for  
the children in their homes. This is a critical role for foster parents to play, and we would like to  
hear from you about your experiences. Specifically, we would like to know:

   • Are you invited to case planning meetings?
   • Do your workers and agency encourage your input and involvement?
   • Does your worker make it possible for you to be involved in meetings with timely notices?
   • Do you feel comfortable going to court?
   • Are you able to work as a team with your agency regarding shared responsibilities and decision-making?
   • Does your agency provide any preparation or training that would help you to become a more effective and  
      knowledgeable team member?

Please email any responses to these questions to margiec@dcfapac.org. All identifying information will be kept confidential.

Issue that is moving forward: Reasonable and Prudent Parenting (RPP)
Foster parents must make important decisions on a daily basis for the children and youth in their care regarding participation 
in extracurricular, social, cultural, and enrichment activities. Participation in age and developmentally appropriate activities 
is important to a child’s physical and emotional development and overall well being.

However, because of real and perceived legal and policy limitations, many children and youth in foster care have been 
prevented from participating in everyday activities such as sleeping over at a friend’s house, attending a school field trip or 
learning to drive. 

In 2014, Federal law was passed that seeks to address this. The Preventing Sex Trafficking and Strengthening Families Act  
(H.R. 4980) was intended to improve the opportunities for children and youth in foster care to experience age- and 
developmentally-appropriate activities just like their classmates and peers not in foster care. To that end, child welfare 
agencies are now required to provide for the well being of foster children by implementing the “reasonable and prudent 
parent standard.” 

In March 2016, the District passed the Supporting Normalcy and Empowering Children in Foster Care Emergency 
Amendment Act of 2016, DC Act 21-333. This act now addresses how the Reasonable and Prudent Parenting Standard will 
apply in the District.

CFSA has been moving forward in demonstrating the agency commitment to system-wide implementation of a reasonable 
and prudent parent standard to support normalcy and the healthy development and well being of all children and youth in 
foster care.  Creating this path is complicated, as these RPP standards need to also be closely aligned with the legal rights of 
birth parents if parental rights have not been terminated. 

FAPAC gives credit to CFSA for their inclusive and comprehensive approach to working through this process. In the next 
few months, CFSA expects to update its Resource Parent Handbook to address this topic. Training for foster parents and 
staff will also become available to clarify the new guidelines.

   ADVOCACY TIP
   Foster parents, please check to ensure that your licenses are up to date and all training and other licensing  
   requirements have been met. As a community and as individuals, we are taken more seriously when we meet  
   our requirements to be in good standing, which also reflects our commitment to the children in our care.
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FAPAC needs YOU!
FAPAC is reaching out to our community for ideas and resources to 
support some of our programs that are not funded by project specific 
grants or contracts. Over the years, we have found it challenging to  
secure enough general operating funding. Much of our work is  
accomplished through contracts, but contracts do not pay for everything 
we do, so we rely on a few foundations and individual donor support to 
fund them. The work not funded by contracts includes our individual 
support, as well as our founding focus of systemic advocacy! 

In order to address these gaps, we are trying to build a corporate/ 
business donor program. If you have contacts in the business community 
and/or any ideas for us to explore, please let us know by contacting  
Margie at (202) 269-9441 or margiec@dcfapac.org.

Thank you for any support you can give so that FAPAC can best  
continue to assist the community!

Foster & Adoptive Parent  
Advocacy Center

508 Kennedy Street NW, 
Suite #303

Washington, DC 20011
Phone: (202) 269-9441

Fax: (202) 269-9451
www.dcfapac.org

www.facebook.com/dcfapac
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Dear Families,
For all you do, for all you give, our appreciation and gratitude

Happy National Foster Care Month!
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CFSA UPDATE
Introducing Marianna Abraham
Marianna Abraham has joined CFSA in the role of Ombudsman, reporting to Chief of Staff 
Rachel Joseph. Marianna can address concerns and complaints regarding CFSA from birth 
parents, foster parents, youth in care, and others. Phone numbers for contacting the previous 
Ombudsman and Youth Ombudsman (“Yo Bud”) now go directly to Marianna. These include:
202-727-2111(Ombudsman direct line) and 1-855-874-3273 (formerly the Yo Bud line). 

She is also available via email at marianna.abraham@dc.gov. As has been the procedure 
in the past, we encourage clients and foster parents to take their concerns through the 
Operations chain of command first. If that does not lead to a resolution, the next step is 
to contact the Ombudsman. 

Marianna is a founding board member of Think of Us, a Virginia-based program that supports young people as they navigate 
the foster care system. At the D.C. State Board of Education, she assisted the Ombudsman with complaint intake and resolution, 
case tracking, development of recommendations and referrals, and community outreach and education about the Ombuds-
man function. She has also worked as an analyst in the management consulting and education arenas. Marianna holds a 
bachelor’s degree in cultural anthropology and Afro-American/African studies from the University of Michigan and a Master 
of Arts degree in conflict resolution from Georgetown University.

Education

The Ombudsman (also known as Ombudsperson or Ombuds) is a CFSA staff person who is dedicated 
to hearing, addressing and facilitating resolution of complaints and complex issues that are not other-
wise resolved directly with a social worker or other staff within CFSA or a private agency. The CFSA 
Ombudsman conducts independent reviews of concerns regarding CFSA and partner agency policies 
and practices raised by resource parents (including foster, kinship, and adoptive parents of a District child), 
youth in care, birth families, the public, community organizations and/or other interested individuals.

Why?

CFSA highly values the contribution of resource parents for the care of children placed in out-of-home 
care, as well as the concerns of anyone who has a stake in the well-being of youth in care. Therefore, the 
Agency is committed to maintaining positive working partnerships and will respond to any concerns 
with respect, confidentiality and a sense of urgency.

How?

In support of this commitment, CFSA provides several vehicles for responding to concerns that have 
not been addressed directly by the social worker or the chain of command. These include the opportunity 
to directly contact the Office of the Ombudsman, as well as the appeal of certain decisions through the 
Office of Fair Hearings and Appeals.
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Immunizations
The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends that children under the age of 18 years receive regularly scheduled 
immunizations to help prevent the spread of communicable diseases. CFSA follows AAP recommendations and wants to be 
sure that every child is immunized according to the schedule for their age bracket. As a resource parent, you may be the one 
to transport the child to the doctor but please understand -only the child’s biological parent or the Family Court of the DC 
Superior Court can formally consent to immunize a child in foster care. If the parent has already consented or the court has 
ordered that the child be immunized, then by all means bring the child to her/his periodic appointments to be immunized.
If you have any questions regarding a child’s immunizations, whether they are up-to-date, or where to take the child, please 
reach out to the child’s social worker or to your support worker. We want to be sure that every child is healthy and protected!

Complaint  
Process

1. Resource parents are strongly encouraged to address any issues or concerns with the family  
    support person in your agency or, as appropriate, the child’s assigned social worker, as soon as  
    the issue or concern arises. 
2. If a resource parent does not feel that a concern has been adequately addressed by the support  
    person or social worker, the resource parent may move up the Agency’s chain of command.
3. If the concern still has not been adequately addressed or if the resource parent does not feel  
    comfortable going through the chain of command, the resource parent may contact the  
    Ombudsman through CFSA’s main number. 
4. Depending upon the identified concern, the Ombudsman may conduct a fact-finding review  
    and analysis of the identified concern.  The review may include the following steps:
          • Review the child and/or family electronic and hardcopy case records, and relevant  
             documents including records regarding proceedings held by CFSA or contracted agencies,  
             when applicable.   
          • Interview relevant parties who may have direct knowledge of the concern; including,  
             but not limited to clients, staff, contractors, and the concerned party.  
          • Observe team meetings, such as cross administration meetings, client and clinical team  
             meetings, FTMs or R.E.D. Teams.
          • Elevate matters to the appropriate managers and staff in the Agency chain of command,  
             as needed.
5. In the event that the Ombudsman believes that the issue at hand could be better addressed  
    through a fair hearing, s/he shall direct the resource parent to contact CFSA’s Office of Fair  
    Hearings and Appeals.

Contact  
the Ombuds

Marianna Abraham (202) 727-21111 Marianna.Abraham@dc.gov

How?

• Legislation; DC Act 19-640; Foster Youth Statement of Rights and Responsibilities Amendment    
   Act of 2012
• Policy; DC CFSA Youth Bill of Rights; http://cfsa.dc.gov/page/youth-bill-rights-cfsa 
• Legislation; DC Act 21-603; Foster Parents Statements of Rights and Responsibilities Amendment  
   Act of 2016
• Policy; Relationship with Resource Parents; http://cfsa.dc.gov/publication/program-relationship- 
   resource-parents
• BE HEARD: http://cfsa.dc.gov/service/be-heard
• YOUTH BE HEARD: http://cfsa.dc.gov/service/be-heard-for-youth
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CFSA Update (continued)
Resource Parents: Incentive to Recruit
Half of District children in care are placed in Maryland because CFSA doesn’t have enough 
foster homes in the District. We’re always working to increase our pool of family foster 
homes in the city, which helps to keep children in their same school and familiar surroundings. 
Current resource parents are eligible to receive a bonus through the Incentive Payment  
Program when a prospective foster parent they refer becomes licensed. For details,  
check out the Administrative Issuance at: https://cfsa.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/cfsa/
publication/attachments/AI_Financial_Incentives_Final.pdf

Resource parents: Spread the word to friends and family in the District, help keep kids  
in care in their own community, and earn a bonus!

 

Resource Parent Reimbursement for Property Damage
As every parent knows, sometimes kids break things. Did you know that under certain circumstances, CFSA reimburses  
resource parents for property damage or loss stemming from children in care in their home? For details, please check out  
the Administrative Issuance at: https://cfsa.dc.gov/publication/ai-resource-parent-reimbursement-property-damage , which 
tells you everything you need to know about CFSA’s reimbursement program. Resource parents, be informed about your 
rights and responsibilities under this program.

 

Homemaker Services
The focus of homemaker services is to enable the family to maintain continuity and or prevent 
the need for out-of-home placement.  

Service Description: 
Homemaker Services is defined as a service which is provided to biological, foster, adoptive 
and other primary caregivers involved with CFSA, who may be overwhelmed in their parenting 
or caregiving role along with the responsibility of maintaining a household. The homemaker 
service provider will meet with the family to assess their needs and provide a written summary 
of their findings to the assigned social worker. The homemaker service provider will assist 
and coach families regarding cleaning regularly in common living areas.  (Common areas 

include kitchen, bathrooms, bedrooms, living rooms, halls and walls).  They will provide both heavy duty and regular cleaning 
of living and common areas to include carpet cleaning. In addition to cleaning services, families will also be provided with time 
management and organization tips, home-making classes, and laundry services.

Who Qualifies:
   • Parents with an open CFSA In-Home case
   • Parents with an open CFSA Out-of-Home case with the goal of reunification
   • Foster parents of DC children

Referral Process:
Referrals go through the social worker. Foster parents, please talk to your support worker or social worker for a referral.  
For more information, please contact Nichole Cobbs-Sterns at Nichole.Cobbs-Sterns@dc.gov. 
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Mobile Stabilization Services
Services are designed to defuse an immediate crisis, keep children and their families’ safe, 
and maintain the children in their own homes.  

Service Description: 
The objectives of this service are to provide crisis management to prevent placement  
disruptions of children/youth in foster homes and to maintain family stability in the  
biological home. The team’s purpose is to rapidly respond, effectively screen, and provide 
early intervention to families who are experiencing a crisis, identify services and alternatives 
that will minimize distress, and provide stabilization in the community.

Who Qualifies:
   • Children/youth within a foster home
   • Biological families with an open In-Home Case
   • Families with an open CPS Investigation

Provider: Catholic Charities  

 

For Foster Parents
When a foster parent is experiencing a crisis they are to contact their foster parent support worker. 
After hours, foster parents should contact the foster parent support line at 833-443-3775.  After hour 
on-call service:  Monday through Friday (5pm – 1am); Saturday and Sunday (9am – 1am); Holidays 
(9am – 1am).

For more information, please contact Brittney Hannah, 202-724-3658, Brittney.Hannah@dc.gov.
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School	Interrupted	for	a	Youth	in	Foster	Care?		
New	CFSA	Day	Program	Fills	the	Gap!	
	
Sometimes,	our	youth	in	care	experience	a	temporary	interruption	in	their	school	attendance	due	to:	

• Suspension	
• Placement	disruption	
• School	enrollment	change.	

	
When	these	situations	arise,	both	the	youth	and	caregiver	need	a	safe,	convenient,	supportive	solution	
to	bridge	the	gap	until	regular	school	attendance	resumes.	On	May	1,	2018,	CFSA’s	Office	of	Youth	
Empowerment	will	launch	a	new	program	designed	to	address	this	issue:	OYE	Enrichment	Bootcamp.	
	
So	what’s	the	OYE	Enrichment	Bootcamp?	
It’s	a	day	program	to	serve	CFSA	youth	in	care	who	are	temporarily	unable	to	attend	school	due	to	
suspension,	placement	disruption,	or	a	school	enrollment	change.	
		

• Enrichment	Bootcamp	is	open	to	any	District	youth	in	the	sixth	grade	through	age	20	and	in	
foster	care.		
	

• The	program	operates	Monday	through	Friday	from	7:30	a.m.	to	5	p.m.	on	site	at	OYE,	3350	9th	
Street	NE,	WDC	20017.		
	

• The	program	capacity	is	10	participants	per	day	on	a	first-come/first-served	basis.	
	

• Each	time	a	youth	attends	the	program,	he/she	can	participate	for	a	maximum	of	10	consecutive	
days.	Because	the	program	is	intended	as	a	bridge,	youth	should	resume	regular	attendance	at	
school	as	soon	as	possible.		

	
What	does	this	day	program	provide?	
Youth	are	in	a	safe	setting	and	receive	individual	guidance	to	make	worthwhile	use	of	their	time.	OYE	
specialists	supervise	and	structure	each	day	based	on	the	educational	and	behavioral	needs	of	each	
participant.	Youth	in	the	program	keep	up	with	school	assignments,	complete	homework,	and	take	part	
in	activities	that	support	academic	achievement	and	building	new	skills	(such	as	using	computers).	
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specialists	supervise	and	structure	each	day	based	on	the	educational	and	behavioral	needs	of	each	
participant.	Youth	in	the	program	keep	up	with	school	assignments,	complete	homework,	and	take	part	
in	activities	that	support	academic	achievement	and	building	new	skills	(such	as	using	computers).	
	

How	does	the	program	work?	
CFSA	Foster	Parents/Caregivers:	

• As	soon	as	you	know	you	will	need	to	use	this	program,	contact	the	youth’s	social	worker.	
Referral	to	the	OYE	Enrichment	Bootcamp	needs	to	come	from	the	social	worker.	
	

• Coordinate	with	the	social	worker	to	plan	the	youth’s	transportation	to	and	from	the	program	
site.	
	

• Pack	a	lunch,	snacks,	and	beverages	for	the	youth	each	day	he/she	attends	the	program.	
Enrichment	Bootcamp	does	not	serve	meals.	
	

• Give	the	social	worker	instructions	regarding	any	medication	the	youth	is	taking.	Each	day,	the	
youth	should	bring	a	one-day	supply	in	the	original	bottle/packaging	with	labeled	instructions.	
	

• Ensure	the	youth	reports	to	the	program	in	uniform	or	otherwise	dressed	for	school.	
	
CFSA	Out-of-Home	Social	Workers:	

• As	soon	as	you	know	that	a	youth	on	your	caseload	needs	Enrichment	Bootcamp,	complete	and	
submit	the	online	referral	form.	To	find	the	form	on	the	CFSA	website	(cfsa.dc.gov),	click	on	the	
For	Partners	tab,	click	on	Social	Workers,	click	on	Social	Worker	Support	Forms,	and	under	the	
title	of	Referral	Services	click	on	OYE	Services.	OYE	must	have	your	referral	by	close	of	business	
on	the	day	before	the	youth	needs	to	start	the	program.	
	

• Coordinate	with	the	foster	parent/caregiver	to	plan	the	youth’s	transportation	to	and	from	the	
program	site.	
	

• In	the	case	of	suspension,	contact	the	school	to	get	class	and	homework	assignments	for	the	
youth.	Ensure	the	youth	comes	to	Enrichment	Bootcamp	prepared	to	do	this	work.	
	

• Review	the	program	rules	with	the	foster	parent/caregiver	regarding	hours	of	operation,	
meals/snacks,	dress	code,	medications,	and	overall	length	of	participation.	

	
Questions?	Need	more	information?	
Contact	Afrilasia	Joseph-Phipps,	program	manager,	CFSA	Office	of	Youth	Empowerment,	
afrilasia.joseph@dc.gov,	202-727-7517.	
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